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CASE BACKGROUND 

Pursuant to Order No. PSC-96-0468-F0F-EGf issued April 4, 
1996, in Docket No. 960130-EG the Commission granted FPL's request 
to limit the availability of its CILC program to existing customers 
and those which had entered into a CILC agreement as of March 19, 
1996. Section seven of the CILC agreement states: 

Within two (2) years of this Agreement, the Customer 
agrees (i) to perform necessary changes to allow control 
of a portion of the Customer's load and/or (ii) to 
install or have in place backup generation equipment to 
contribute to the Controllable Demand level. Schedule 
CILC-1 cannot apply earlier than this date unless the 
Company so agrees. Should the Customer fail to complete 
the above work by the above-specified date, or should the 
customer fail to begin taking service under Schedule 
CILC-1 during that year, this Agreement shall become null 
and void unless otherwise agreed by the Company. 
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Staff contends that the CILC program should have been 
completely closed within two years of the March 19, 1996 vote. The 
two years gives customers time to install or adopt whatever 
measures allowing them to withstand interruptions and receive the 
lower rate. 

Staff raised this issue with FPL during the November 1998 ECCR 
proceedings. Since discovery was still pending, the issue was 
deferred from that proceeding and staff was directed to pursue this 
issue in an expedited manner. The following recommendation is 
based on both formal discovery and informal meetings between the 
staff and FPL. 

To expediate the matter, staff's recommendation relies in 
part, on FPL verbal statements and not on formal interrogatories. 
Should FPL change its verbal staeements prior to or at the Agenda, 
staff will ask for a deferral to allow time for formal discovery. 

DISCUSSION OF ISSUES 

ISSUE 1: Should Florida Power and Light Company's (FPL) 
Commercial/Industrial Load Control (CILC) program be completely 
closed to new customers'? 

PRIMARY F4ECOMMENDATION: Yes, adding approximately 100 customers, 
approximately 38 MWs, to the CILC rate fails the Ratepayer Impact 
Measure (RIM) cost-effectiveness test because there is no 
generating unit is avoided for the expenditure of roughly $ 2.4 
million per year. These customers are singled out because the 
program was to be closed as of March 1998 pursuant to Order No. 
PSC-96-0468-FOF-EG issued April 4, 1996 in Docket No. 960130-EG. 
As a compromise, staff also recommends that any of these customers 
who expended money for studies or equipment within the last 12 
months be allowed on the rate and FP&L be allowed to recover the 
additional expenditures through the conservation cost recovery 
clause even though no additional benefit is conveyed to customers. 
Primary staff is unsure whether the CILC rate increases or 
decreases peak demand and whether electric reliability will be 
improved or made worse due to the rate.[Jenkins] 
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ALTERNATIVE RECOMMENDATION: While the incremental amount of CILC 
may not be cost-effective, staff would not want to impair 
reliability for either FPL's system or Peninsular Florida for the 
years 1999 and 2000. Therefore, the current CILC rate and 
associated Agreements, totaling approximately 38 MWs, should remain 
in effect until December 31, 2000. FPL has agreed to reduce the 
level of CILC in the future, [Ballinger] 

PRIMARY STAFF ANALYSIS: When the Commission granted FPLPs 
petition in 1996, staff was under the impression that all existing 
CILC Agreements would be finalized within two years pursuant to 
section seven of the Agreement. To date, there remain over 100 
outstanding customer Agreements with some dating back to 1991. 
According to FPL, these Agreements represent approximately 38 MW of 
controllable load. These customers are not currently taking 
service under the CILC rate schedule. Attachment 1 is a summary of 
information for each customer. Although FPL has never before 
requested confidentiality for the identities of its customers on 
the CILC rate, it requested confidentiality for the names of non- 
governmental customers this year. 

In response to a staff interrogatory, FPL stated two reasons 
for extending the time frame of the Agreement. First, FPL stated 
that some customers had commitments, such as the purchase of backup 
generation. As shown in Attachment 2, only 19 out of the over 100 
customers have actually spent any money in anticipation of taking 
service under the CILC rate. Staff is uncertain whether this money 
was spent on equipment or studies to determine the cost- 
effectiveness of the CILC rate to the particular customer or 
whether the customer spent the money recently and still intends to 
opt for the CILC rate. These Agreements amount to approximately 16 
MW of controllable load. 

Second, FPL stated that it was concerned about achieving its 
conservation goals. Achievement of its goals was touted as "FPL's 
primary reason" for not rendering the Agreements "null and void". 
However, FPL is currently exceeding its Commercial/Industrial 
conservation goals by approximately 60 MW for the winter and 100 MW 
for the summer. FPL is scheduled to file new DSM goals next month. 
FPL has also conveyed to staff that these new goals will be less 
than the current goals and that the amount of CILC will be less as 
well. 

In a meeting with FPL, the company stated that continuing the 
CILC program would allow FPL to reach the most cost-effective level 
of CILC. However, FPL also admitted that the incremental amount in 
isolation, approximately 38 MW, would not change any generation 
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expansion plans currently anticipated. Therefore, it appears that 
there will be additional costs with no corresponding benefits for 
this incremental amount. The primary recommendation is based on 
this verbal statement by FPL, Should FPL change this statement 
prior to or at Agenda, staff will ask for a deferral to allow time 
for formal discovery. 

In order to establish a maximum level of cost-effectiveness 
for the CILC program, it is necessary to evaluate the program in 
isolation from other DSM programs. Removing approximately 38 MW of 
non-firm load from FPL's system is a step towards reducing the 
state's dependence on non-firm load from a Peninsular Florida 
basis. 

The amount of Peninsular Florida non-firm load is an issue in 
the reserve margin docket, Docket No. 981890-EU, scheduled for a 
September 22-23, 1999, hearing. The issue arises because of the 
uncertainty surrounding the adequacy of planned generating reserve 
margin. The thinner the planned reserve margins, the more concern 
as to how much of that reserve margin consists of non-firm load. 
Currently, non-firm load is planned to consist of approximately 58% 
of the winter peninsular reserve margin. For FPL, non-firm load is 
currently planned to be approximately 41% of its winter reserve 
margin 

The alternate recommendation argues that 38 MWs of non-firm 
load, if all 100 customers sign-up, is better than no additional 
non-firm load. Primary staff disagrees because of the uncertainty 
of whether the CILC rate deters customers from switching to natural 
gas, including cogeneration. That is, the CILC rate may be making 
the reserve margin worse, not better. Attachment 3 contains 
excerpts of the Division of Research and Regulatory Review's report 
on commercial and industrial DSM programs, including some FPL 
advertisements for the CILC program. These advertisements 
demonstrate that at least recently, FPL has used DSM as a 
competitive marketing tool. 

FPL has offered to completely close the CILC tariff as of 
December 31, 2000, and to begin moving away from load management 
type programs in the future. This may help reduce the potential 
competitive applications of CILC and corresponding advertisements 
as shown in Attachment 3. However, primary staff contends that 
this program should have been completely closed out as of March 19, 
1998. Therefore, primary staff recommends that the current CILC 
rate be discontinued as of the date of the Commission vote in the 
instant docket. However, as a compromise, if a customer can provide 
primary staff with verification of a purchase order for equipment 
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or studies dated 12 months prior to and including the date of the 
Commission vote, primary staff will administratively approve these 
customers for eligibility under the CILC rate. This administrative 
approval will be with the understanding that FPL will recover its 
costs not withstanding the fact that adding the approximate 100 
customers to the CILC rate fails the RIM screening test. 

ALTERNATIVE STAFF ANALYSIS: Alternate staff concurs with the 
primary staff that the incremental amount of CILC, approximately 38 
MWs, may not be cost-effective and that Peninsular Florida 
utilities may be too dependent on non-firm load. Alternate staff 
also shares the same belief that Order PSC-96-0468-FOF-EG issued 
April 4, 1996, in Docket No. 960130-EG, required that the CILC rate 
be closed as of March 19, 1998, unless FPL could demonstrate that 
it was prudent to extend the deadline to certain customers. Times 
have changed since 1996 and cost-effectiveness is not the primary 
reason for continuing the current CILC program. 

The 38 MWs remaining of CILC may not materialize by the year 
2000 as planned for by FPL. This is because it is in the control 
of the customer to make the decision and investments necessary to 
take service under the CILC rate. However, if the primary 
recommendation is approved, it is a certainty that these MWs will 
not be available for load control over the next two years. Staff 
has raised concerns about the reliability of Peninsular Florida's 
electric system in several forums. While the 38 MWs are minimal 
from a reliability standpoint, it would be better to at least have 
the opportunity to enhance reliability. In addition, FPL is 
already the least dependent, from a percentage basis, on non-firm 
load of the peninsular investor-owned utilities. FPL has indicated 
to staff that they are going to be moving away from load management 
programs. This will be reflected in their upcoming DSM goals 
filings and should allow for an orderly reduction in the amount of 
non-firm load as a percentage of reserve margin. 

The primary recommendation is that staff administratively 
approve or deny customers wishing to take service under the CILC 
rate. The requirement to have a purchase order is not contained in 
the current CILC tariff. This would put the Commission squarely 
between a utility and its customers and could lead to prolonged 
litigation and complaints. FPL has agreed to inform its customers 
of the December 31, 2000, deadline by letter immediately following 
the Commission vote in this matter. While this probably should 
have been done in 1996, this will allow FPL to administer its 
tariff 
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Therefore, while the incremental amount of CILC may not be 
cost-effective, alternative staff would not want to impair 
reliability for either FPL's system or Peninsular Florida for the 
years 1999 and 2000. Given that FPL has agreed to reduce the level 
of CILC in the future and in order to avoid customer confusion, the 
current CILC rate and associated Agreements, totaling 
approximately 38 MW, should remain in effect until December 31, 
2000. Any customer who is not taking service under the current 
CILC rate by this date would no longer be eligible for the current 
CILC rate. 
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ISSUE 2 :  Should this docket be closed? 

RECOMMENDATION: No This docket should remain open for the 
Commission to continue to monitor both energy conservation programs 
and the associated costs of the affected utilities. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: This docket should remain open for the Commission 
to continue to monitor both energy conservation and the associated 
costs of the affected utilities. 
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S T E E L 1  
H E C T O R  
BDAVI S 

Stee l  Eecror & Davis L? 

215 Soiith Monroe Sui te 601 
Tal lahassee Florida 32301 -1 804 
850 222 2300 
850 222 841 0 Fax 
:iww sleelhector com 

January 20. 1999 
Charles A .  Guyton 
850 222 3323 

Thomas Ballinger, Supervisor of 
System Planning & Conservation 

Division of Electric & Gas 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Gunter Building, Room 200 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0850 

BY HAND DELIVERY 

Re: CommercialAndustriai Load Control Program 

Dear Mr. Ballinger: 

Enclosed is the spreadsheet you requested regarding CILC. An unredacted version will 
be available in Miami for discussion. 

If you have any questions regarding this letter or the spreadsheet, please give me a call. 

Very truly yours, 

Charles A. Gu 4 on 

CAG/ld 

Miami West Palm Beacn Tallahassee Key West m d o n  Caracas S i o  Paulo Rio de Janeira 
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133 01 101 193 07/09/96 CILC-ID N/A N/A 704 
134 MIAMI-DADE COMM COLLEGE KENDALL BR 08/23/95 08/03/98 CILC-1G N/A NIA 306 
135 MIAMI-DADE WASAD 10/08/93 1011 0197 CILC-ID N/A NIA 1,249 

137 
138 
139 
140 

1361 MIAMI-DADE WASAD 11 0/08/93 l08ll9/98 ICILC-ID IN/A I NIA I 1.638 I 
MIAMI-DADE WASAD #WP3039 629510 09/12/93 08/15/97 CILC-1 D NIA NIA 996 

0911 1/95 GSLDT-1 N1i.t Customer not interest at this time 613 
NASA - C5 Substation 10111195 GSLDT-3 $6,800.000 ClLC in construction - May 99 5,550 

NBHD #5001 SYST DATA 04/26/93 06/26/95 CILC-1 D N/A NIA 525 

141 
142 
143 

0713 1/95 09/03/96 CILC-1G 328 

NORTH BREVARD HOSPITAL DISTRICT 08/01/92 12/30/94 CILC-1 D N/A NIA 469 

Okeechobee Correctional 07/27/95 08/28/96 CILC-1D 52 1 

I 152 Sarasota County I07/06/95 JGSLD-i 1 NIA 1Cust. repair problem w/ transfer Sw. I 540 
~ ~~ ~ 
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Florida Power 8, Light Co. 
Docket No. 980002-EG 

Staffs Second Set of Interrogatories No. 8 
Attachment No. Ill 

Page 1 of 1 
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Customer 

Investment Amount 

Customer Name To-Date 
Citv of Titusville 2235 000 

1 7IDade Correctional $2,000 
~ _ _ _  
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9 1 
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15 

16 

17 

18 1 

19 
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20 1 
21 1 

& I !  

22(VA Medical Center 1 $2ao,ooo 1 1  
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Commercial / Industrial 
Demand-Side Management Programs 

of Six Florida Utilities 
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4.0 FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY 

4.1 Commercial/Industrial DSM Programs 

Florida Power and Light’s commercial/industrial DSM programs have been recognized 
as leaders in the electric industry. A survey by Oak Ridge National Laboratory ranked FPL 
sixth nationally in total demand reduction and third in energy savings. A national study, 
conducted in 1993, rated FPL as the top performer for both commercial and residential load 
control in terms of cost and impact. 

The nine approved commerciaUindustria1 DSM programs offered by Florida Power and 
Light (FPL) are: 

Business Energy Evaluation Program (BEE) 
CommerciallIndustrial HeatingNentilatiordAir Conditioning Program (HVAC) 
Commercial/Industrial Efficient Lighting Program 
General Service Load Management Program 
CommerciallIndustrial Load Control Program (CTLC) 
Efficient Motors Program 
Off Peak Battery Charging Program 
CommerciaUIndustrial Building Envelope Program 
Business Customer Incentives Program (BCI) 

Brief descriptions of the features and standards of these programs are presented in 
In 1996 FPL closed the CILC program to new participants because the Appendix 11.2. 

company stated it was approaching the participation level established for this program. 

Highlights of FPL’s DSM program results for the period 1991 through 1995 are 
described in section 4.1.1. In section 4.1.2, staff separately analyzed customer usage data from 
FPL’s CILC program. This analysis was performed to identify any changes in patterns of 
customer behavior that result from participation in the program. 

4.1.1 DSM Program Results 
Total participation in commercial/industrial programs exceeded 10,000 customers during 

1995, as shown in Exhibit 5. FPL’s high levels of program participation reflect an effective and 
pro-active marketing effort. Among the most popular current programs are the Business Energy 
Evaluation Program with 6,453 participants in 1995, and C/I Efficient Lighting with 3,590 
participants in 1995. The Efficient Motors program also increased strongly from just 88 
participants in 1993 to 425 and 443 in 1994 and 1995. The largest single increase in number 
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of participants last year was experienced by the C/I HVAC Program, which more than doubled 
to 2,937 participants in 1995. 

Calculated total kWh savings increased by 85%’  from 77.4 million in 1993 to 143 million 
in 1994. In 1995, calculated kWh savings jumped another 46% to 209.1 million kWh. Nearly 
all of the energy savings have been contributed by the Commercial Lighting Program, which 
were calculated to have reduced consumption by 162 million kWh in 1995, and the combined 
C/I HVAC Programs, which saved nearly 42 million kWh during the year. 

In terms of calculated demand reduction results, also shown in Exhibit 5, FPL’s 
commercial/industrial programs reduced the 1994 summer peak by 60 MW, and the 1995 
summer peak by over 120 MW. Of the calculated 1995 summer demand reductions, FPL 
attributed 59 MW to the CILC Program, and 44 MW to the C/I Efficient Lighting Program. 

~~~~ 

EXHIBIT 5 Source: FPSC FEECA Reports, 1993-1 995. 
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4.1.2 Analvsis of Customer Participation in CILC Program 
As previously noted, while the purpose of the CILC program is to reduce the utilities’ 

peak demand, an examination of the customers’ usage could assess whether this program also 
had the unintended side effect of increasing energy usage. A total of 295 customers began 
participation in FPL’s CILC program between August 1991 and August 1994. More than fifty 
percent of the CILC customers are municipally-owned water & wastewater utilities, prisons, 
government offices, and educational facilities. Approximately fifteen percent of FPL’ s CILC 
customers are manufacturers, and ten percent are providers of health services. The remaining 
customers fall into such diverse categories as mining, communications, real estate, 
transportation, agriculture, and retail services. 

The maximum number of control periods specified in participating customers’ tariffs is 
25 per year. However, since the program’s inception, FPL has activated the program far less 
often than the upper limit specified in the tariff. Staff obtained the record of load control 
interruptions over the period 1989 to 1995. As shown in Exhibit 6 ,  CILC customers 
experienced eight interruptions during 1989. Since then, program participants have been 
interrupted once or twice a year, and in 1994 there were no interruptions. 

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY 
LOAD CONTROL EVENTS 
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EXHIBIT 6 Source: FPL Document Request 1, Item 9. 
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For the analysis of individual customer usage, staff reviewed a sample of 159 customers. 
Of the 159 customers, 26% experienced little to no change in kWh over the period examined. 
Approximately 29 % of the customers experienced a downward trend that preceded their joining 
the program. The largest group, comprising 43 % of the customers, experienced growth that also 
preceded the customers joining the program. About 2 % of the customers’ usage was erratic and 
apparently unrelated to joining the program. 

4.2 Organization 

Florida Power and Light’s Vice-president of Marketing is ultimately responsible for 
developing, operating, promoting, and evaluating FPL’s DSM programs, as depicted in Exhibit 
7. A staff support organization assists in administering the programs, while the actual delivery 
of the programs to customers is performed by C/I Customer Service personnel. 

4.2.1 CII Marketing SuDvort Staf f  
As shown in Exhibit 7, the Manager of C/I Marketing is responsible for maintaining the 

quality and effectiveness of C/I marketing efforts, and for managing the required personnel and 
resources. His staff includes Program Managers, each of whom provides information and 
administers delivery of a designated DSM program. The support staff includes C/I Specialists, 
who provide technical expertise and installation support to customers as well as FPL’s Account 
Managers. Additionally, C/I Specialists assist customers in assessing the benefits of participation 
in a program. Also reporting to the Manager of C/I Marketing is the Supervisor of New 
Programs. This Supervisor supervises research and development of new C/I DSM technologies, 
and oversees the measurement and evaluation of C/I marketing programs. 

The CILC program is separately supported within the Electric Services Marketing unit, 
under the direction of the ESM Manager, who like the Manager of C/I Marketing, reports to 
the Vice-president of Marketing. A separate CILC support staff of five is headed by a Senior 
Program Manager. 

4.2.2 Customer Service DeDartment 
As shown in Exhibits 8, 9, and 10, Customer Service Department employees are 

responsible for promoting and bringing commercial/industrial DSM programs to the customers. 
Restructuring, completed in early 1996, created three geographical Customer Service Regions. 
The North, Central, and South regions replaced the old structure of 11 Customer Service Areas. 
Each region is headed by a Regional Manager, who directs a staff of Account Managers. These 
Account Managers generally serve customers from a specific market segment, such as hotels or 
mining companies. Some national accounts, such as Publix, may be assigned to a National 
Account Manager, who serves all of that customer’s locations within FPL’s service territory. 

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY 



FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
CommerciaVlndustriaI DSM Organization Chart 

1996 

Program Support and Marketina 

Marketing Functions CommerciaUlndustrial Electric Servics 
Marketing Marketing 

C.1.L.C 
Senior Program 1 Manager 

Supervisor New Programs 

New Program 1-1 

EXHIBIT 7 

1-1 CII Analysts 

Source: FPL Document Request I ,  Item I ,  



FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
Commercial/lndustriaI DSM Organization Chart 

1996 

Customer Service 
Central Region 

CII Regional Manager 1 
r 1-1 Specialist 

EXHIBIT 8 

- 
Account Managers Account Managers 

Sarasota 
(4) 

National 1 Accounts Manager 

Source: FPL Document Request I ,  item 1. 
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
Commercial/lndustriaI DSM Organization Chart 

1996 

I- 

I- 

Customer Service 
North Reaion 

7- 

1 CII Regional Manager 

r 
Specialist 1 (1.5) 

Account Managers -1 

f 

Account Managers 
West Palm Beach National 

Accounts Manager 

EXHIBIT 9 Source: FPL Document Request I ,  Item I .  
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
Commercial/lndustriaI DSM Organization Chart 

1996 

Customer Service 
South Region 1 CII Regional Manager 

Account Managers Account Managers 
Miami G.O. 

Sales & Service 
Managers 

Specialist 
I (4) r 

EXHIBIT 10 

National 1 Accounts Manager 

Field Support Power Quality 
Specialist 

Source: FPL Document Request I ,  Item I .  



Territory Sales & Service Managers serve smaller commercial customers, providing 
assistance as needed regarding DSM programs, power quality, or billing problems. As indicated 
by their title, they serve general business customers within a geographic territory, rather than 
specializing by market segment. 

The regional Customer Service staffs also include at least one HVAC Specialist, who 
works with customers to evaluate the potential benefits of participating in the C/I Heating, 
Ventilation and Air Conditioning Program. In addition, the HVAC Specialist may assist in 
determining whether an air conditioning unit needs to be replaced, and if so, what equipment 
will most cost-effectively meet the customer’s needs. He may then use his technical expertise 
and contacts with chiller manufacturers to assist customers with difficult decisions that arise only 
every 15 or 20 years, yet involve large investments. 

A total of 1,795 customers (less than one-half of one percent of FPL’s commercial and 
industrial accounts) are assigned to Account Managers, National Account Managers, and 
Territory Sales & Service Managers. This represents an average of about 28 customers per 
representative. A benchmarking study conducted by FPL to assess its account management 
efforts indicated a utility industry average of about 20 customers per representative, and a non- 
utility average of about 25 per representative. 

4.3 DSM Standards and Procedures 

In addition to the basic program standards filed with the Commission, FPL’s DSM 
programs are guided by a comprehensive set of written procedures. These procedures address 
the marketing of each commercial/industrial DSM program, the steps required to determine 
program eligibility, and the steps to be taken to begin program participation. The procedures 
specify the tasks to be completed by the various FPL employees or groups likely to be involved, 
such as an Account Manager, Program Specialist, and Customer Service Area Office. 

Although program participation frequently results from a Business Energy Evaluation, 
or a request for assistance in controlling energy costs, FPL’s written procedures encourage a 
pro-active sales effort that goes beyond merely responding to customer inquiries. For example, 
procedure MKT CI 110 addresses the CILC Program sales process. It instructs Account 
Managers on identifying leads from CILC candidate lists, obtaining assistance from the C/I 
Marketing Support staff, and making a sales presentation to the customer. If the customer 
responds favorably, the Account Manager follows procedures MKT CI 11 1 through 113, which 
provide directions for the execution of a CILC Program Agreement, the installation of load 
control equipment, and placing the customer on the CILC-1 rate. 

~~ 
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In addition to providing information about FPL’ s commercialhdustrial DSM programs, 
the Account Manager provides a point of contact for meeting customer service needs ranging 
from resolving power quality problems to assisting in the cutover of service to new facilities. 
Encouraging and assisting customers with DSM program participation is just one of many roles 
played by Account Managers. 

4.4 DSM Goals and Objectives 

FPL’s DSM-related goals and objectives are used to assist the company in meeting the 
Commission’s goals for the sake of conservation. But, FPL’s approach to goals and objectives 
and strategic planning also creates several areas of overlap between DSM and competition. 

4.4.1 C/I Customer Service Business Plans 
In recent years, FPL’s strategic planning process points to DSM programs as a response 

The 1994 Business Plan for the C/I Business Unit raises the to increasing competition. 
following issue: 

Alternative energy sources and end-use technologies are improving and are 
increasing in use. In addition, the public and regulators will continue to promote 
competition. As these trends continue, our customers will have more alternatives 
when making energy-related decisions. 

In response, FPL’ s planned strategic actions include: 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Utilize segment teams to improve understanding of our customers’ business and 
identify sources/types of competition. 
As alternative energy issues arise, respond with timely and professional analysis, 
work as a partner with customer. 
Selectively utilize CILC and other rate options (existing and proposed) as 
alternatives to competition. 
Work with Marketing in developing plans to offset inroads being made by the gas 
companies through their promotional campaigns. 

The C/I Customer Service Mission Statement for 1994 also focuses upon DSM programs 
as a response to competition noting, “The Commercial/Industrial Group will aggressively 
promote an integrated focus with related departments on major accounts to achieve a superior 
level of customer satisfaction in order to remain the preferred provider .... We will use 
conservation as the priman vehicle to improve satisfaction and add value. If 

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY 
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FPL’ s 1995 Customer Service Department commercialiindustrial Business Plan also 
displays a close linking of competition and the deployment of DSM programs. For example, 
the Plan identifies the following key issues: 

Continuing changes in the external environment 

- Continued gas competition (cogeneration, cooling, etc.) 
- Retail wheeling (California and Michigan examples) 
- Bidding for customers (Georgia, New Mexico) 
- Increased ESCO activity 
- DSM docket/expanded program offerings 

FPL’s Action Plan for addressing this issue consisted of the following: 

- Evaluate results of cost competitive analysis study and develop plan to address issues 
- Increase our knowledge of gas competition 
- Continue use of DSM to improve customer satisfaction 
- Develop and conduct HVAC seminar 
- Pursue the applicability of long term service agreement contracts 

The 1995 commercial/industrial Customer Service Mission Statement states, “We will 
market and deliver energy related products and services to commercial/industrial customers in 
a manner that differentiates FPL from other energy providers. I’ Efforts to differentiate FPL 
from other energy providers have included doing so by using its DSM programs. For example, 
although no such arrangement currently exists, FPL has proposed that NASA agree to designate 
the company as the space agency’s sole electrical supplier for 10 years in exchange for receiving 
FPL’s load control rate and a 7 MW increase in backup generation capacity. 

In late 1995, FPL consolidated its Marketing, Residential Customer Service, and C/I 
Customer Service units into a single reorganized Customer Service department. Therefore C/I 
Business Plans are no longer separately prepared. 

4.4.2 Customer Service Management Incentive Plan 
FPL’s management incentive plan for the C/I Business Unit of the Customer Service 

Department emphasizes attainment of both the Commission’s kW reduction goals and the goals 
from the company’s internal strategic planning. Key employees in DSM program deployment 
can directly benefit through the incentive plan when DSM goals for their organizations are met 
or exceeded. These incentive payments are not recovered by FPL through ECCR. In the 1995 
Incentive Plan for C/I Customer Service, the category of Operating Measures (two of which 
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were Conservation Goals and CILC Program) received a weight of 55% of the evaluation. 
Customer satisfaction ratings received a 20% weighting in the incentive program. As noted, the 
1994 C/I Customer Service Business Plan called for the use of DSM programs as the primary 
vehicle to be used to improve customer satisfaction. 

Lower level employees, such as Account Managers and HVAC Specialists may be 
assigned individual kW reduction goals, as well. However, these employees are compensated 
on a straight salary basis and, except in rare instances involving exceptional performance, do 
not participate in the management incentive plan. A portion of those salaries and benefits, 
associated with time spent on DSM activities, is recovered through ECCR. 

4.5 DSM Marketing and Promotion 

FPL’s marketing and promotion of commercial/industrial DSM reflect the key role the 
programs are to play as set out in FPL’s Business Plans. FPL promotes DSM programs through 
print advertising, the Business Energy quarterly newsletter targeted to large commercial 
customers, Energy Notes, a series of bill inserts for small business customers, the employee 
newsletter Inside FPL, brochures, trade ally meetings, and trade publicity and sales support 
materials. Total advertising expenditures (commerciallindustrial and residential) were 
$5,390,125 for the 12 months ending September 1994, and $4,742,101 for the 12 months ending 
September 1995. 

Staff requested copies of FPL advertising and promotional material used to market the 
company’s Commercial/industrial DSM programs over the period 1989 through 1995. The 
company provided copies of 23 quarterly issues of the Business Energy newsletter containing 
more than 100 DSM-related articles, two 12-page DSM program overview folders, 10 press 
releases, 20 customer case study flyers promoting DSM programs, two bill inserts, two mass 
media print advertisements, two brochures promoting FPL’s Energy Expo trade show, three 
descriptions of trade show displays, and a CILC program sales kit. These materials were 
reviewed to determine whether the company’s marketing efforts were consistent with the 
Commission’s policy on fuel neutrality. Specific discussion of this analysis is provided in 
section 4.6. 

Account Managers and Technical Specialists are the primary means of promoting of the 
company’s Commercial/industrial DSM programs. Through continuing contact with their 
accounts, they frequently either respond to requests for information regarding a program, or 
identify a potential need for program participation. Recent market planning efforts have 
addressed development of service delivery channels, appropriate market segmentation. increased 
emphasis on national accounts, controlling marketing expenses, and tracking customer contacts 
and updating customer information through the computerized Strategic Account Management 

- ~~ ~ ~~ ~ 
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System. Certain Technical Specialists are designated to assess alternative energy options to 
identify any questionable aspects of a competitor's proposal and provide analyses to allow the 
customer to make the decision. 

FPL assists customers facing large capital investments related to DSM program 
participation through referrals to its non-regulated energy services company, FPL Energy 
Services, Inc. Like other energy service companies (ESCOs), FPL Energy Services offers 
technical and financing assistance to customers installing new equipment such as high-efficiency 
chillers, backup generators, and load control equipment and related system modifications. The 
affiliation with FPL could provide an advantage to FPL Energy Services in competing with other 
ESCOs. 

4.6 Analysis of Electric versus Gas Competition 

FPL has prepared at least 50 comparative analyses of gas versus electric applications for 
customers considering these application alternatives. Staff's review of these gas versus electric 
studies conducted by FPL or its customers indicated these analyses to be reasonably objective 
and consistent. In many cases, the analysis was requested by the customer, and in some cases, 
the customer provided FPL with a copy of the gas company's proposal for analysis. It is 
understandable that customers who are not familiar with natural gas in general, or recently 
developed gas applications, may take advantage of established contacts with electric account 
managers to seek assistance. 

Staff also asked FPL to identify instances where the company recommended that 
customers utilize a natural gas application (e.g., gas chillers, cogeneration) rather than the 
electric application equivalent. The specific cases involved gas cogeneration and a gas water- 
heater. In both cases, FPL's analyses concluded that the gas application would be more cost- 
effective. However, in the cogeneration case, the customer decided against the gas-fired option 
for production control reasons. 

In some instances, FPL obtained proposals for gas chillers or cogeneration facilities, then 
conducted its own life cycle cost analyses to determine whether questionable assumptions and 
inputs were used. According to FPL, gas company proposals were found to overestimate the 
reliability of gas chillers, underestimate additional water requirements for cooling, and 
underestimate future growth in gas fuel costs. For example, an FPL study produced in January 
1993 employed an assumed escalation rate of up to 10% for natural gas, while equivalent studies 
by gas companies assumed gas price growth as low as 3%.  

In two instances, staff was able to obtain and compare competing studies presented by 
a gas company and FPL. In one instance, proposals were presented by both FPL and City Gas 
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Company, and in the other, opposing proposals were presented by FPL and Peoples Gas System. 
In both instances, the customer selected one of the options proposed by FPL, including 
participation in the company's CILC program. These cases are discussed in detail in sections 
7.3,  and 8.6. 

4.6.1 ComDetition in Advertising 
FPL's DSM programs do not operate in a vacuum. They are effected by competitive 

forces like any other service FPL offers. Some of the company's commercial/industrial DSM 
promotional materials illustrate the fine line between the impact these programs can have on 
customer satisfaction and their effect on competition. 

An article in the July 1994 issue of Inside FPL tells the story of R.R. Donnelly & Sons, 
printers of mass circulation publications. Donnelly was seriously considering the addition of a 
gas-fired cogeneration facility. FPL analyses indicated Donneiiy could reduce its rates through 
participation in the CILC program. Ultimately FPL retained the portion of load that was to be 
displaced by cogeneration. The article quotes FPL' s Vice-president of Customer Service, 
"Keeping Donnelly as a customer of FPL is a perfect example of what competition is all about. I' 
The value of the CILC's low rates in this competitive situation is echoed by a Donnelly 
manager, who noted, "If your rates were not competitive, we would seek alternatives." 

The fuel neutrality of some advertising is suspect, such as a piece titled "Electric vs. gas 
chillers: the cost-effective choice" that appeared in FPL's September 1993 Business Energy 
newsletter, shown as Exhibit 11. Although it makes some attempts to appear neutral in tone, 
the half-page article runs through a litany of disadvantages of gas chillers: 

But electric cooling equipment is much cheaper on a first cost basis . . , gas 
chillers are usually one-and-a-half times as expensive as electric . . . businesses 
installing gas absorption chillers often require larger, more expensive cooling 
towers . . . gas absorption chillers are less efficient . . . Electric cooling can be 
up to 50 percent more efficient than gas . . . reliability long has been the Achilles 
heel of gas chillers . . . systems incorporate several parts that can break down 
. . . Maintenance costs . . . can be up to 30 percent of operating costs. One 
unscheduled maintenance call can increase costs by up to five percent . . . Many 
businesses using gas chillers complained about product support from gas 
equipment manufacturers . . . These problems don't exist with electric chillers 
. . . In most cases, FPL customers still find the payback on electric chillers faster 
than gas . . . the headaches of finding parts and service make gas chillers too 
costly and inconvenient for this area. 

As noted in section 4.4.1, FPL has sought " . . . to offset inroads being made by the gas 
companies through their promotional campaigns. I' This direct approach is also evidenced in two 
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advertisements run in Time, Newsweek, Nations Business and other business publications during 
the summer and fall of 1993. Exhibit 12 depicts a diver looking down into a waterless 
swimming pool. Under the banner line, "Before you consider switching to gas, may we offer 
the most elementary advice: look before you leap," the advertisement warns: 

A lot of companies might claim to offer a more cost-efficient alternative to 
electric power. What you're hearing may sound good, but it may not be the 
whole story . . . We'll analyze the real energy and money-saving potential in 
your current proposal. Or develop an alternate for you, including how your 
facility can qualify for our conservation incentives. 

Exhibit 13 shows a photograph of apples and oranges with the heading that asks "Other 
energy sources may claim that they are saving you money, but what are they really comparing?" 
It also includes the wording about incomplete or misleading information provided by a gas 
company. Both advertisements recommend that FPL be allowed to review competitors' 
proposals and provides a toll-free number for information regarding incentives for energy -saving 
improvements. A total of $262,000 was recovered through the Energy Conservation Cost 
Recovery clause for costs of these two advertisements. 

Similarly, Exhibit 14 is a case study printed in the January 1995 issue of Business Energy 
which tells of an "unsolicited gas company proposal" received by a hospital promising substantial 
energy cost savings. Before making a commitment to the $325,000 gas chiller, which would 
reportedly pay for itself in less than three years, the customer asked FPL to review the proposal. 
According to the advertisement, FPL's Technical Specialist was able to identify "overly 
optimistic" assumptions used in the gas company's analysis, leading to the rejection of the gas 
proposal. Subsequently, the hospital enrolled in FPL's CILC program. 

4.6.2 Conclusion 
FPL takes an aggressive stance that counters the gas industry's marketing of newly 

developed natural gas applications. This is evidenced by the promotion of its 
commercial/industrial CILC program. Much of the promotional materials provided to staff 
highlight this program, which as of 1995, had reached a participation level of 500 customers. 
Since then, the CILC program has been so successful in reaching its targeted participation level, 
that in 1996 FPL recommended it be closed to new participants. However, customers who had 
a signed CILC agreement with FPL at the time of the program closing will continue to be 
eligible to enter CILC participation. As noted in section 7.3.1, in the case of Cape Canaveral 
Air Force Station, FPL's CILC program has conflicted with the customer's planned use of 
natural gas for self-generation presenting a barrier to fuel switching. 

Staff believes that some of the competitive advertising by FPL is not fuel neutral. FPL 
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Staff believes that some of the competitive advertising by FPL is not fuel neutral. FPL 
appears to believe some gas competitors have misled customers while switching them to gas 
applications. Though the advertisements cited may have some educational value, they also imply 
to customers that gas is not a viable alternative to electricity. Rather than specifically comparing 
costs and performance differences, the debate pits one fuel against another. Staff believes this 
use of conservation programs as a competitive tool was not intended by FEECA or the 
Commission. 
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Electric vs. 
Rcinaining proficihle in today’s 
inarkei iiieiins making tlre right 
fimancial decisions almut energy 
equipinent. W i t h  chillers, that 
means knowing inst;illatioii 
costs and projecting operating 
antl  mainten;ince expenses over 
tlre l i fe of‘your system. I t  also 
means choosing the right incxlel 
antl configuration, and tleter- 
mining whether an  electric or 
gas unit is hest for your huiltling. 

Despite the gas industry’s 
attcinpts to increase its share 
of the chi l ler market, some 93 
percent of commercial antl 
industrial building owners in 
the Uni ted States have chosen 
electrically-i)owered equipment 
for their large-e-scalc ccx)ling needs. 

Low first, iniiiiitenance antl 
operating costs make electric 

c-lwicc for many husinesses. 
Thcir proven reliability, avail- 
ability in s multitude of sizes 
and configuriitions, antl t l ie 
accessibility of service profes- 

2 

-. 

l&& chillers the right fin:incial 

ea 

gas chillers: the cost-effective choice 
sionals make electric chillers a 
practical iinswer to commercial 
cooling needs. 

First costs 
“The gas industry is eager to 
point  to low gas prices as cvi- 
dence of lower chil ler costs,” 
said Mat t  Chwalowski, manager 
of energy use engineering at 
Edison Electric Institute. “But 
electric cooling equipment is 
much cheaper on a first cost 
basis. Large tonnage gas chillers 
are usually one-and-a-half 
tiines as expensive as electric. 
T h e  price difference i s  even 
greater w i th  sinaller units.” 

In addition to higher equip- 
ment costs, husinesses installing 
gas absorption chillers often 
require larger, more expensive 
cooling towers than those used 
for electric systems. Since gas 
absorption chillers are less 
efficient, they tent1 to exhaust 
more heat than electric units, 
requiring additional make-up 
water to cool the system. 

T h e  make-up water that gas 
ahsorption chillers require can 
be costly. With average water 
treatment, usage and disposal 
costs of $4 per 1,000 gallons, 
water bil ls can run $22,000 
yearly on a 300-ton gas absorp- 
tion unit. A comparable elec- 
tr ic chil ler w i l l  cost about half 
that amount. 

options, Chwalowski advised, 
consider tlie efficiency of elec- 
tr ic vs. gas. “Electric ccmling 
equipment can be up to 50 per- 
cent more efficient than gas 
cooling equipment including 
a l l  losses in the process of 
generating and transmitting 
electricity,” h e  said. 

Reliability 
Whi le  in recent years it has 
improved, reliability long has 
been the Achilles’ heel of gas 

~chillers. Comprised of compies- 
SOTS, complex circuitry and. 
often engines. these systems ’ 
incorporate several parts that 

’ 

I I n  reviewing your chil ler 

can brcak down. Mii intrni i i ice 
costs on gas chillers can he up 
to 30 percent of operating costs. 
One unschetluled m;iintenance 
cal l  can increase costs by up to 
l ive percent. 

“Many lmiinesses using gas 
chillers complained ;ibout prod- 
uct support froin gas equipment 
manufacturers,” Chwalowski 
said. “Failure to support gas 
equipment in the 1960s and 
1970s dooined many products. 
These problems don’t exist 
w i t h  electric chillers due to 
their long history of tlevelop- 
inent and use, and extensive 
dealer networks.” 

Payback 
111 inarketing gas chillers, gas 
officials note that using gas 
equipment reduces the de1rrantl 
charge businesses pay for electric 
service. In inost cases, how- 
ever, FPL customers st i l l  find 
the payback on electric chillers 

faster than gas, according t o  Itex 
Noble, FPL program manager. 

“Most husinesses rc;ilize tli;it 
the high in i t ia l  costs, the price 
of maintenance and the 1ie;iil- 
:iclies of f inding parts i ~ r i t l  
service make gas chillers too 
costly and inconvenient for 
this area,” Noble said. . 
FPL can help 
An ITL iiccount manager can 
evaluate your facility t o  help 
you determine whether a high- 
efficiency electric chil ler is 
the right choice. If you’re con- 
sidering competing proposals, 
FPL wi l l  help you make ;in 
inforined decision. 

Your account manager alsc) 
wi l l  rleterinirie whether your 
building qualifies for financial 
incentives and technic;tl assis- 
tance offered through FPL’s 
Chil ler Rebate progr;iins. 

For more information about 
FPL‘s Chiller Rebate programs. 
contacl your accounl manager 
or area representative listed 
on page 4. 

EXHIBIT 11 Source: FPL Document Request I ,  Item 10. 



A lot of companies might claim IO 

offer a more cos:&cient dtemarive 
to electric poJver. Khat you re hearing 
n a y  sound good. but it may not be 

the who!e ston: MOR you consider 

s l tdi ing.  vie ofer b e  follomlng 
advice: Call us. 

we'!i a n d y e  the red energy and 

money-saving potential L? pour m~: 

proposal. Or develop an altemate for 
you. including how your iacilin; m. 

qualifi; for our consemation incen- 

tives. We'!l reiiew your energ usage 
panem. month by noni l  ioad mhg 

requirements. and !oad profiies by 

rime of day, \Vi11 caicdaz comparable 

capital improvement. financing and 

operating COSK. If beir  p:oposd is 

sound. we'll tell you so. Either way, 

yoc'l! h o w  you'z not im-qing to ihe 
m n g  conclusion. 

To schedule an appointment. or to 

! e m  w.ieLkr yo"r k i l y  qnalifies for 

any oi our incentives for making energ)-- 
saitng iiymvernenrs. ca!i your 

Florida Power 8; Light accoun: 
manGer or 1-80O-FPi-jjG6 

T H E  P O W E R  T O  I M P R O V E  
Y O U R  B U S I N E S S "  

@ 
FPL 
an FPL G r o w  mx" 

EXHIBIT 12 Source: FPL Document Request I ,  Item I O .  
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FPL 
9 11i.11 gal\ c I i i l lvr I I I . I I I ~ I ~ I I . I I I C ~  PALM BEACH GARDENS MEDICAL CENTER 

Elleel of Rate Chenae on Monthlv Bill I I Y ~ I I I ~ I  LO\I $ZS.SOC . I  )e.ir 

Hospital receives gas 
saves by switching to 
PALM BEACH GARDENS 
MEDICAL CENTER 
Palm Beach Gardens 

chiller proposal; 
better electric rate 

;I commitment, hc asked his 
FPL iiccnunt man;i(:er for a 
sccond opinion. 

AN ALVSIS 
14'1. Accnunt Manager Pcter 
I ~ l o c l i  ;ind l e c h n i c a l  Suppnrt 
Specialist Blake Mor r in in  
stuclicd the gas proposal and 
Jiscoverctl three assumptions 
wh ich  resulted in ovcrly 
nptimistic cstinlates: 
:rllat die  hnspital's current 
chil ler efficiency was I .O 
k i l t i w m  (kwv)/ton. Actually, 
i t  was tuore efficient: 0.8 
kw/ton. 

--rI1:lr the electric chillers 
operated AI 11111 loat1 almost 
c w r y  hour of the day, every 
clay of the yc:tt. Acttlal fdl 
1~r;id hours were ;tpprnxi- 
imtcly 4.W - not thy 7.500 
rrtitnatccl. The higher 
.issumption led 10 exagger- 
x e d  ctxil ing nnd water 
1ie;ititig wvings estimates. 

MIL. Murphy.madloal arntor dr  cmdl- 
llonlni mupo~vlaot Iloltt, and Polar Blrch. 
FPL acoount manager. mm"na *a emu- 
gsncy (marator whlch La1 mllomd lor 
load control sovlnnn. 

I Injtcver. s t i i n h d  cnKiiierr- 
inc ri4rreiicv 1i;tiiJIwoks 
e5titn:ttc t l i ~  .tt11u1;11 COSI to 
lie more rli:in 659,000. 
Ibtrctl princip;illy on these 

iihservaticins. FPL's Morrison 
cstiniated that :idding tlie gas 
chillcr w t ~ d d  pay ior i tscl i  in 
savings not in 2.6 years, hut tn 
14.5 ye:irs, assuming ctirreiit 
electric rates anJ chil ler effi- 
ciencies at the medical center. 
SOLUTION 
FPl.'s analysis i ialicatctl rliar 
nnt w i ly  tlid I'altn Beach 
t inrdens Mcdic;il Center not 
need R gas chiller. hilt that its 
current elcctric cli i l lerr hntl 
five t u  seven years of useful 
l i fe remaining. Tll;~t was 
reason enough to abaildon the 
gas proposal. Hnwever. had 
the decision been less clear. 
Clark had additional reasnns: 
*Gas-cIriven chillers are 
expensive - in this case. more 
than twice ;IS expensive as 
coniyarable electric chillers. 

*Gas engines generate noise 
that might llave annoyed the 
hospital's residential ncighhon. 

Clark calls a "limited track 
record." 

*Hot water would be produced 
at the wrong time of day. 
meaning that most would be 
wasted. 
Knowing Clark's interest in 

*Gas equipment has what 

savings. FPL's Bloch looked 
heyond air conditioning. He 
showed Clark how the medical 
center could save money on 
energy bil ls - more easily and 
w i t h  less risk - without having 
tn purchase new equipment. 

Simply by changinl! frum a 
time-of-use to a load control  

To qualify. the hospital would 
;tgrce to allnw RI. to switch pciwver 
from one of i t s  two chillers IO 

tlie hospital's emergency genera- 
tor for short. infrequent intervals 
when required due to weather 
extremes or plant outages. 

BENEFITS 
Going on t l ie load control rate 
involved no costly capital expen- 
ditures nor adoption nf a n  unfa- 
miliar enerey source. 
"I had only to install sotne 

wir ing kir meters. It cost me 
hardly anything," Clark said. 

He figures that load control is  
a better bargain than ever. "FPL 
has made the prngram more flex- 
ible and consumer-orientetl." 

And load control not only 
henefita the i n d i c a 1  center, hut 
nll FPL custotners. I t  helps defer 
the need for future power plant 
construction. helping FPL hold 
down electric rates. 

Based on what he's learned 
from this experience. Clark is 
convinced that when it's tittle 
to replace his chillers, h igh- 
efficiency electric would be the 
riglit choice. Clark's plan also 
includes a yenerator that can 

generator during prak wmiiicr 
tlcmand pericxls. he will I>c :tI+ 

l0;iJ cnntrol prcxrmn. { h r k  
intends to pay ior IIIC gcnemtor 
through load cni i t r~i l  s;ivines. 

"FPL wnrks clnscly w i th  
us. communicates wcll and 
responds quickly 114~en there 
are problems. They've made 
a lot nl sensililc rccommenJa- 
tions wi th  reasnnehle payl!;tck 
pcricnls that  niy managrmcnr 
has had an c a y  rime saying 
'yes' to." Clark saicl. 
WHAT FPL CAN DO FOR VOU 
An FPI. representative can 
evaluate yoitr facility tn help 
ynu determine whether a high- 
efficiency electric chil ler w i l l  
save on installation. energy and 
maintenance costs. I f  you're 
consiclering other prnpos&. 
FPL wi l l  help you make a n  
informed decision. 

Your representative also wi l l  
cletermine whether your builtl- 
i n g  qualifies Cor FPI. financial 
incentives. 

TAKE THE NEXT STEP 
C~II FPL toll-free a t  1-800- 
FPL-5566 and ask about a free 

t o  take idl atIv:~tit:~ge <it I'I'I.'s 

rate. the hospital woi i ld save 
an  estimated 619.784 a year. 

become the primary backup 
power source. By running the 

Business Energy Evaluation 
lor your facility. 

EXHIBIT 14 Source: FPL Docutnetit Request 1, Item 10. 



10.0 COMPANY COMMENTS 

IO. I FPL Comments 

FPL has reviewed the August 29, 1996 Final Draft Report and, while it may have some 
disagreements will limit its comments to two specific troubling areas: StafF s characterization 
of a "Policy of Fuel Neutrality" and an apparent misunderstanding of FPL's response to Staff's 
data requests. 

First, FPL respectfully disagrees with the characterization of the Policy of Fuel Neutrality 
and, as characterized and applied in the Audit Report this policy might be subject to evaluation 
under the APA. Staff does not support its characterization with references to specific 
Commission decisions. 

The combination of the Policy of Fuel Neutrality, as presented, with the "accepted" role 
of conservation activities by gas utilities establishes a conflict. The Report does not address how 
the "accepted" gas utility conservation role relates to the Policy of Fuel Neutrality. Instead, the 
focus appears to be how the electric utility DSM programs might provide a "barrier". 

Concerning the apparent misunderstanding of FPL's response, at page 37 of the Report, 
it is stated that "FPL's CILC program has conflicted with the customer's planned use of natural 
gas for self-generation presenting a barrier to fuel switching". 

Some explanation for this conclusion is provided in Section 7.3 of the Report at p. 64 
where the following is stated: 

According to FPL if the customer self-generates, its Supplemental Service rate, 
instead of the lower CILC rate, would apply. According to FPL, this is because 
"the CILC rate amlies to those who use FPL as their service Drovider whenever 
[service1 is available. I' 

Finally the conclusion on this point stated in Section 7.3.1 at p. 65 (which is referred to 
in the previous quote from page 37 of the Report) is presented: 

In the case of Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, the customer's planned use of 
natural gas for self-generation conflicts with FPL's CILC program. The 
restrictions regarding the combination of self-generation and receiving the CILC 
rate present a barrier to fuel switching. 

FPL respectfully suggests that its response to Question No. 5 of Staff"s Audit Request 
4 was misunderstood. The rate for interruptible supplemental service under the Interruptible 
Standby and Supplemental Service Rate & the CILC rate. Thus, the CILC Rate cannot be 
lower. 
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The actual charges for the interruptible standby portion of service (as opposed to the 
supplemental service portion) may exceed changes [sic] for CILC service due to usage 
characteristics (they may also be lower). This was precisely the point addressed by the 
Commission in Order No. 17159 where at p. 5 it stated: 

Based upon the record in this case, we believe and find that the expected load 
characteristics of self-generating customers are sufficiently different to justify 
different rates for backup and maintenance power. This is so because backup and 
maintenance services are expected to be relatively low load-factor service 
reflecting the low forced and scheduled outage rates expected from the self- 
generating customers. 

Based on the Commission's own findings it would be inappropriate to construe a 
legitimate cost difference as a "barrier. " It is the usage characteristics of the customer that may 
impose higher costs on the utility which drive the cost difference. 

Finally, FPL commends Staff for recognizing that C/I customers are sophisticated enough 
to deal with the complex decisions on energy usage and that the appropriate pursuit of 
Commission prescribed DSM goals will unescapably at times result in competition with 
alternative energy sources. However, FPL believes it is clear that the zealous pursuit of DSM 
goals is not in conflict with fair competition. 

Staff Comments: 

Staffs Audit Request 4, Question 5d asked: 

"Is there any restriction from CILC participation related to their planned on-site 
generation?" (Something that could prevent them from being on CILC that 
CCAFS is not allowed to do?) 

FPL's response stated: 

"Yes. The CILC rate applies to those who use FPL as their service provider 
whenever FPL power is available. If the on-site generation is operated for other 
than emergency situations - CILC event or FPL outage - and maintenance testing, 
the Interruptible Standby and Supplemental Service rate would apply instead of 
CILC. I' 

COMPANY COMMENTS 
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